JSR 352 Expert Group Meeting
March 23rd, 2012 Minutes

Meeting Time: 9-10:00AM ET

Attendees: Mahesh Kannan, Wayne Lund, Michael Minella, Chris Vignola

References: EGAgenda-23Mar2012 (slides)

Discussion Summary:

- Reviewed "bean instantiation" proposal. It appears there is general agreement. Observation was made that choice of DI container (if any) must be possible per app.
- Reviewed "property passing" proposal. Comment was made to consider @Resource, like EJB3. Observation was made that may not be an appropriate due to @Resource's relationship to deployment descriptor when what we want is to tie a field annotation to a property value coming from a job xml or launcher parameter.
- Exit codes/step flow conditions: follow Spring model. No comments.
- Metrics: add total records, rollbacks, commits, retries.
- Jave EE integration. Namespace for batch container should be java:comp/ not java:comp/env.
- Several in group stated need to discuss: how container extension points work, details on how reader/writers and checkpointing works. Chris recommended we wait for the spec review, as the spec will include those details and in that written form can serve as the basis for analysis, discussion, and adjustment as necessary.
- Administrative note: Chris will suspend EG meetings for the next week or so in order to concentrate on getting the spec draft completed and published for review. Chris will announce this in the mailing list.
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